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Go to the content Thank you for visiting our help center. Please review the links below to get answers to your technical and magazine-related questions. © copyright. All rights are reserved. Printed with link to an external site that may or may not comply with accessibility guidelines. Microsoft today updated its Windows support newsletter to include Windows
10, saying it will provide updates for the new OS for 10 years, or until October 2025. The new information puts to rest one of the biggest remaining questions about Windows 10: What does Microsoft mean since January, describing the policy of how it works for a supported device life when it described the timing of operating system support? The traditional
10-year support lifecycle extends to all SKUs (stock storage units), a Microsoft spokesperson confirmed in a subsequent email. SKUs present various os editions such as Windows 10 Home, the main consumer class version, Windows 10 Pro and Windows 10 Enterprise. The newsletter now includes one line mentioning that lists Windows 10, released in July
2015, a departure from behalf of the only practice that showed Windows 8 for this operating system, but undated. Windows 10 will be maintained for five years in core support until October 13, 2020, followed by another five years in extended support until October 14, 2025. Traditionally, Microsoft has divided a decade of OS support into these two categories,
offering both security fixes and fixes in the mainstream, but only security updates in extended. The new OS, the new Windows 10 approach, however, will use a new - and for Microsoft, radical - approach where function and functionality, user interface (user interface) and UX (user experience) changes will be delivered on constant cadence to do well on its
claim of Windows as a service. This is a major departure from the past, even from Windows 8, which was updated 12 months after its debut with new features and functionality windows 8.1. Before Windows 8, Microsoft's operating systems were finished, sent to the world, and then rarely, if all, given anything more than vulnerability and bug fixes. Microsoft
noted differences in the practice of updating and updating Windows 10 in the footnote to the Windows 10 list. Updates may include new features, fixes (security and/or non-security), or a combination of both, the footnote says. Компания Redmond, Wash. expanded the support policy in the same footnote. Updates are cumulative, with every update built on all
the updates that preceded it. The device should install the latest update to remain supported, the note says. The device may not be in receive updates if the device's hardware is incompatible, has no current drivers, or otherwise outside the support period of the original equipment manufacturer ('OEM'). The first two sentences describe what Microsoft has
already disclosed that Windows 10 users should The OS has been updated or is facing disabling not only updates and feature updates, but also security patches. The latest offering, though sensible on its face, is new to Windows 10, particularly the tie-in with the support of OEMs. Finally, Microsoft's response to the inclusion of Windows 10 in the lifecycle
support newsletter - and more importantly, the usual promise to maintain the OS for a decade - closes the company's mysterious use of a life-supported device whenever it has described a policy for Windows 10 or was asked to clarify its meaning, which it has repeatedly refused to do. The phrase first appeared in January, when Microsoft announced an
unprecedented free upgrade offer for Windows 10 from several SKUs Windows 7 and 8.1. Once the device is upgraded to Windows 10, we'll keep it in the current for the maintenance of the device, said Terry Myerson, then head of the Windows Group. Myerson used the same phrase in a blog post last month when he revealed the OS's July 29 release date.
And Windows 10 provides the most secure platform ever, including Windows Defender for free malware protection, and is the only platform with a commitment to provide free ongoing security updates for the supported life of the device. In late June, Microsoft outlined the timing of support in a presentation sent to Wall Street, saying that Windows revenue
would be delayed during the anticipated software update period, expected to be provided with an estimated lifetime of the device, which could vary from two to four years. A Microsoft spokesperson confirmed the two to four year stretch, saying in an email exchange last week that the updates will be for (the) life of the device, which we estimate in 2 to 4 years.
However, Microsoft today put that to rest with its promise to maintain Windows for 10 years or as long as the hardware handles operating, depending on what comes first. But there are warnings from the OS that the ships on July 29 will continue to be maintained for 10 years, with those caveats, said Steve Kleynhans, an analyst at Gartner, in an interview,
referring to footnoted material on the lifecycle newsletter. Although, obviously, at some point they will have to reset the clock to start another 10 years and celebrate some share in the ground. Whether it's around LTSB (a long-term service branch upgrade track available exclusively for Windows 10 Enterprise Edition that will only receive security patches and
critical bug fixes) or when the next 10 years begin, we don't have the answers yet. But for Kleynhans, it was obvious that Microsoft would support Windows 10, particularly the business class of SKUs Windows 10 Enterprise and Windows 10 Pro, for a typical decade. Never had any intention of not supporting Windows 10 10 years, kleynhans said. Microsoft
explicitly said back in January that the Windows 10 Enterprise - the only SKU able to connect to the LTSB and its stay static approach - would be maintained for 10 10 with traditional 5 and 5 mainstream and extended. But he dodged questions about other SKUs, falling back on the lifespan of the formulaic device. Kleinhans thought he knew why. They are
more reliant on the PC hardware provider for Windows 10 because the license will be attached to that computer and supported on that computer, he said, referring to the feature, user interface and API (application programming interface) changing Windows 10 into the ecosystem. They will try to keep the OS running, but there may be problems with OEM
with BIOS or drivers that stop Windows 10 from moving forward. They did try to express their intentions, he said of supporting the life of the device, but reliance on OEMs puts a limit on how much support they can give. Microsoft has promised to update, update and provide security patches for Windows 10 for 10 years, until October 2025. This story, All
Editions of Windows 10 get 10 years of updates, support was originally published by Computerworld. © 2015 IDG Communications, Inc. Independent, reliable guide to online education for more than 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Back to All Service Partners We are a full-service software
development firm with 4 locations worldwide. For more than 10 years, our award-winning team of 450 software engineers, GNA specialists and project managers at Agile has created and supported enterprise-level software across industries such as education, healthcare, retail and travel. Our dedicated team of 150 Open ... More eduNEXT provides complete
and cost-effective open edX cloud subscriptions, as well as professional services for on-site or private installations, custom extensions and integrations, theming, and ongoing support. Our open edX SaaS subscriptions provide: Automation: Get your site up and running for minutes and manage it yourself... Read More OpenCraft provides high-quality open
source code and hosting, with a focus on long-term service convenience. We have made 1,000 contributions to Open edX, working on projects with clients such as Harvard, edX, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Duke, Berkeley, Notre Dame and many others. Choose one of our hosting plans for a dedicated open edX instance pre-installed... More ABC
is installed (2015) service provider Open edX. Headquartered in Cape Town, South Africa, we currently serve clients in North America, Europe, Africa and Asia. We cover all major Open edX services such as installation, themed, e-commerce, insights, XBlocks and Open edX mobile apps for Android and ... Read More Technology is a digital software
solutions agency based in Germany. We develop cutting-edge digital solutions for companies and educational institutions, including universities, academies, NGOs, research institutes, industry and retail organizations. We have many years of experience in the development of e-learning systems based on Open edX and... Read Read The Digital Learning
Ecosystem for Business and Educational Institutions More Appsembler makes it easier to deliver open edX courses and virtual labs, so you can focus on what really matters: your students. Tahoe, Appsembler's easy-to-use Open edX platform, allows anyone to run their own branded Open edX website within minutes - no coding or experience is required.
Virtual labs appsembler... More Founded in 2002; Istanbul-based software company Artistanbul focuses on three main areas: Community Development, Educational Technology Development, Corporate Software Development In addition to these services, Artistanbul provides practical solutions for its customers in a variety of fields such as digital media,
business and ecosystem building. More Deployment Open edX on Cloud Platforms (AWS, Digital Ocean, Google Cloud, Azure) XBlocks Components Development Custom Configurations and Thematic Industry Specific Content Development Development Content Migration from Other LMS Development Individual Graders for Courses Content Management
System (CMS) Help More We are a technology company that provides elearning portals based on Open edX. We are based in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and we specialize in Spanish-speaking regions: Latin America and Spain. More Bluenxt is a futuristic ConsulTech helping progressive organizations adopt a new 4.0 learning architecture to respond
effectively to the opportunities and challenges created by the new future of work. Organizations today face SKILLS EMERGENCY. HR must lead organizations through this crisis by creating SKILLS REVOLUTION. Blunkst... Read More Broadsmart provides a complete suite of integrated ICT solutions and provides them in a single integrated managed
service. Broadsmart takes care of every aspect of our ICT client systems throughout the lifecycle, from analyzing current business needs along with those changing the corporate environment... More CloudSwyft is an APAC-based technology learning platform company focused on providing future ready-made technology skills, offering a comprehensive
solution for professional students, educational institutions and corporations. His solution from end to end consists of an innovative and widely customizable platform Open edX Learning, hundreds of technology courses, practical training laboratories,... More We are a python, django web development company application. Read more Curricu.me Open EdX
setup and settings from 2014. We offer deployment, maintenance, training and counseling services to clients large and small. Visit our website, send us an email and let's start with the demo and conversation! More Dolf Technologies helps organizations adopt and benefit from the technology. We have been doing this for more than ten years! Powering local
learning and development through technology, creating text, digital and immersive content, and deploying and them with reliable intelligent technology systems. Dolph Technology is ... More 3 Global Places: USA (NY), India (Ahmedabad, Mumbai, Bangalore, Delhi) and U.A.E. (DUBAI) 200 Team 5 Summer Experience at Open edX 10 Summer Experience in
Software Development 52 Outdoor edX Implementation, Done at Universities and Corporate From Worldwide Open edX Services: 1 Platform Settings: White Label Settings, Creating Theme,... More Go to Digital Training. Get your students involved! With more work with edX since 2013, Edly prides itself on being the largest and one of the first technologies
and service partners for Open edX. Dedicated to creating a comprehensive open edX learning environment, Edly promises to give you the opportunity to learn the way you want. With over 5,000 contributions to Open edX and clients such as ... More Graspway is EdTech funded by OpenSistemas and trusted through a partnership with Microsoft in order to
build the product and the surrounding market to make Data-Driven online training procedures that will ultimately improve and develop the skills and knowledge of people in organizations. It's also the name of an online educational product... More Hubble Studios develops custom online education content and technologies that maximize the impact of learning
and serve the missions of our partner agencies, foundations and clients. Our teams of experienced training designers, creatives and software engineers work together to create customized edtech solutions, regardless of your requirements. We believe that the most effective solutions ... Find out more online institutes and courses under your full control with
Open edX, from our studios in New York. Deep analytics training, training services and online production courses in real time. Start with minimal risk by checking the concept and our SaaS offer. Service to IBM, NVIDIA, SUNY, U.S. Air Force, NYU and... Read more about technology and innovation in Forced IT Solutions, we maintain a user-centric approach.
More in the UAE, Saudi Arabia and Europe, iLearn is a leading provider of technology and services in e-learning and educational technology. iLearn uses its unrivalled experience at Open edX to provide comprehensive offerings that serve higher education, government and the corporate sector, such as custom developments (3rd place... More I'm providing
low-cost turnkey installations and configuration services for the Open edX platform. All the services that I provide are fully documented on my blog: . I provide free initial advice. Customer references are available on request. I am a native of English and I speak fluent Spanish in... More We eLearning company based in Ahmedabad (India), established before 5
years old. We provide eLearning solutions and specialize in innovative technology use. We have developed and developed products for various educational institutions, universities, universities, Corporations. We are working on product development as well as providing services ... More, Ledgea builds school management software with real-time back-office
solutions and provides training management on the Open edX platform. More Based in Lima, Peru, Magic Mind is a Magia Digital e-learning focused department. We specialize in setting up, deploying, and maintaining the Open edX platform. More than just a technology provider, we strive to become consultants to world-class digital education. For more
information on how to gain experience in optimizing and reducing costs, as well as professional services in DevOps, BigData and Machine Learning, MidLink is a leading partner and reseller of AWS and Azure clouds. A true data driven and technology enthusiast leader of the education sector in Israel, MidLink prides itself on being ... Learn more about
software development and services Read more MOOCit offers the most powerful and flexible tools for developing, animation and distributing online learning. Whether you're running MOOC, SPOC, digital university, LMS corporate platform or mixed learning, MOOCit solutions and services provide you with an unprecedented level of functionality that allows
you to create... More Eternal Learning builds custom Outdoor edX based on experience with a focus on user experience and learning results. Our clients are Reliance Jio, Yola Vietnam, African Leadership University, Iowa Univ, UCSF and several more. More Polarstern Education is based in Germany. We offer course design, media production, fully
managed Open edX systems and ongoing user support. More We are online learning and Open edX experts. What it means: 1. We have a lot of experience with online learning projects - we understand the business of our clients 2. We have created many innovative solutions of online learning technology: adaptive learning, gamification, analytics, data
connectors, bots - We are those ... More We are a team of consultants and engineers based in Nairobi, Kenya that specializes in providing services and solutions designed to help institutions succeed. The OpenEdx services we provide include: Deploy indoors or on a cloud service provider of your choice (Azure, AWS, Google Cloud) Setting up,
configuration... Read more TELTEK VIDEO RESEARCH Spanish leader provider of open source solutions for education. Services: Planning and implementation. Custom configurations and themed. Deployment on cloud platforms or indoors. Migration to the recent releases of Open edX (even with the release of Birch). Install Insights Analytics. Third-party
integration and integration with campus systems (SSO, LDAP,...)... More Unify has extensive experience in Open edX Hosting, configuration, customization, management Scaling. We guarantee free Open edX deployment on Azure, AWS, GCP or any other cloud with minimal effort on your part. Unify can adapt the platform to suit your needs and The
features your... More Valutac is a company that deals with Open edX development services, we have stood since 2012 with a commitment to be the best. Our team is behind our promise to provide timely and quality service, in every line of code we create with love. We are currently focused on providing services for... More on VTeamLabs is a proud design
and implementation/deployment partner with edX.org/Microsoft to develop Open edX on the Azure platform (OXA). Our range of services is focused on course management systems (CMS) and training management systems (LMS). We also support the custom configuration, development and deployment of this eLearning platform on Azure,... MORE
DISCLAIMER: Please note that edX provides information on this page as a courtesy to the Community Of Open edX and does not screen, review, approve or endorse any of the organizations, services or offers that may be listed from time to time. EdX has not verified the qualifications or experience of these organizations and therefore makes no
representations or assurances about the nature or quality of their services. EdX recommends that you evaluate and verify the suitability of any organization you can choose to participate in. Participate. a+ guide to it technical support 9th edition free pdf. a+ guide to it technical support 9th edition pdf free download. comptia a+ guide to it technical support 9th
edition pdf free
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